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Gender Post-Mortem at Sitio Conte, Panama
Abstract
“What is gender?” One can drop that question in certain young and spirited corners of the Internet
blogosphere and watch the debate roll in like a thunderstorm. The traditionally-minded respondent will say
that gender is the behaviors and expectations grafted onto biological sex. Biologically female people occupy
female gender roles; biologically male people occupy male gender roles. The concept is simple until a statistics
enthusiast comments that one in 1500 children with ambiguous genitalia are born in the United States each
year, that the chromosomes of 1 in 1666 people are neither XX nor XY, and that biological sex is no strict
binary (Blackless et al 2000). Chromosomes, genitals, hormone patterns, body hair, and body shapes do not
always neatly sort themselves into male and female boxes. How does gender intersect with being intersex? And
then LGBT commenters remind us that a person’s internal sense of their own gender does not always match
the gender others expect of them on the basis of their biological sex. A transgender person may or may not
change their body, appearance, or social role to match the gender with which they identify. Their culture may
have other gender categories besides male and female, like two-spirit people in societies throughout the
Americas. However, a person who does not conform to the narrow expectations of their assigned gender is not
always transgender. A woman may present and behave in masculine ways, wear loose jeans and snapback hats,
work in a warehouse, date women, get mistakenly called “sir” at least once a week (much to her chagrin), and
still identify as female. By the most progressive contemporary understanding, one’s internal gender identity,
external gender presentation, gender assigned at birth, and biological sex are all separate socially constructed
categories that do not necessarily “match” each other or fall into a male-female binary. If one’s gender identity
is completely internal, how can archaeologists, who almost by definition study material remains, understand
the gender identities of people of the past?
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Introduction 
 “What is gender?” One can drop that question in certain young and spirited corners of the 
Internet blogosphere and watch the debate roll in like a thunderstorm. The traditionally-minded 
respondent will say that gender is the behaviors and expectations grafted onto biological sex. 
Biologically female people occupy female gender roles; biologically male people occupy male 
gender roles.  
The concept is simple until a statistics enthusiast comments that one in 1500 children 
with ambiguous genitalia are born in the United States each year, that the chromosomes of 1 in 
1666 people are neither XX nor XY, and that biological sex is no strict binary (Blackless et al 
2000). Chromosomes, genitals, hormone patterns, body hair, and body shapes do not always 
neatly sort themselves into male and female boxes. How does gender intersect with being 
intersex? 
And then LGBT commenters remind us that a person’s internal sense of their own gender 
does not always match the gender others expect of them on the basis of their biological sex. A 
transgender person may or may not change their body, appearance, or social role to match the 
gender with which they identify. Their culture may have other gender categories besides male 
and female, like two-spirit people in societies throughout the Americas. However, a person who 
does not conform to the narrow expectations of their assigned gender is not always transgender. 
A woman may present and behave in masculine ways, wear loose jeans and snapback hats, work 
in a warehouse, date women, get mistakenly called “sir” at least once a week (much to her 
chagrin), and still identify as female.  
By the most progressive contemporary understanding, one’s internal gender identity, 
external gender presentation, gender assigned at birth, and biological sex are all separate socially 
constructed categories that do not necessarily “match” each other or fall into a male-female 
binary. If one’s gender identity is completely internal, how can archaeologists, who almost by 
definition study material remains, understand the gender identities of people of the past?  
In mortuary contexts, archaeologists and physical anthropologists can see parts of a 
person’s biological sex: the dimensions of their pelvis on a spectrum of narrow to wide enough 
for childbirth, and the way their sex hormones shaped the relative robusticity or gracility of their 
skull. The thickness of bones and muscle attachments is also considered indicative of maleness 
or femaleness (Mays and Cox 2000). These guidelines, of course, assume the person’s bones are 
adequately preserved and not of an intermediate form between what the physical anthropology 
sexing standards consider masculine or feminine. Other factors complicate this, such as 
childhood malnutrition that creates similar-looking pelvises for males and females (Morbeck 
1991). Research upon researchers also shows that female skeletons are more likely to be mis-
sexed as male than vice versa (Damm 1991). For example, because the skull’s mastoid processes 
are assumed to be larger in males than females, forensic anthropologists are known to have 
misidentified dead women who had physically-demanding jobs—and strong neck muscles to 
match—as men due to their hefty mastoid processes (Mays and Cox 2000). The dichotomy of 
gracile female versus robust male skeletons is useful to forensic investigations of the recent dead. 
It reflects how the contemporary West’s prevailing gender roles of active males and passive 
females inscribe themselves onto muscle and bone. However, the size of muscle attachments is 
an inadequate way of sexing people from the past if the researcher does not know how much and 
what manner of heavy physical labor men and women performed in that particular time and 
place. Musculature is more indicative of social roles, including gender, while the pelvis and 
certain features of the skull better indicate biological sex in the absence of life-history factors 
that may alter them. Mortuary studies are useful, but only if researchers remain aware of their 
own biases and the scope and limitations of their methods. 
Dress is one of the most important ways to memorialize the social role one held in life or 
define the role one is expected to occupy after death. Clothing is also one of the primary visual 
indicators of gender (Sorensen 1991). When a person dies, the clothing and ornamentation in 
which they are buried may reflect their gender presentation when they were alive. More likely, 
the funerary outfit reflects the gender expression imposed upon the person by those that dressed 
and prepared them for burial. A person’s gender identity in life and the gender expression created 
for them after they die may have been the same, but that is difficult for the archaeologist to 
know.  
Textiles rarely preserve in the archaeological record, so archaeologists must infer entire 
costumes from the elements of bone, metal, stone, and other materials that survive. Marie Louise 
Stig Sorensen’s study of Danish Bronze Age graves explores gendered outfits from rare contexts 
with good wool preservation. She finds that rather than a single piece of clothing or jewelry 
being the indicator of gender, almost every element of the costume differed between males and 
females (Sorensen 1991). However, this pattern is not universal; grave goods are not nearly as 
gendered or strictly delineated in Inuit burials, as gender categories are more fluid in that society. 
A person may be a gender transformer, be raised as a gender different from their biological sex, 
or adopt important duties of another gender out of necessity and survival. Consequently, no 
category of grave good is exclusive to one sex, though 3.4% are disproportionately associated 
with one sex over the other. Incomplete preservation and Inuit people later opening graves to 
remove and replace items further complicates attempts to infer sex or gender from grave goods 
(Crass 2001). These two cases demonstrate that the manner and extent to which grave goods are 
gendered are highly variable and culturally contingent, and effect how archaeologists can see 
gender in the past.   
The introduction to the anthology Gender and the Archaeology of Death identifies 
several aspects of a successful approach to gender-based mortuary analysis. First, the 
archaeologist must be aware of how gender determines who is considered a full “person” in the 
burial context. For example, multi-body burials often have a primary occupant who is the 
“person” in the grave, with the other individuals as grave goods. Secondly, archaeologists should 
pay special attention to disconnects between the biological sex of a skeleton and the expected 
bone pathologies, grave goods, or manner of burial for the corresponding gender. These 
exceptions to prevailing patterns may reflect gender fluidity. Conversely, researchers should 
remember that material culture is multivocal and an artifact type may have a different meaning 
depending on the gender of the person with which it is buried. Finally, archaeologists should pay 
mind to intersections between status and gender, and realize that gender may manifest differently 
in elite versus non-elite burials (Arnold and Wicker 2001). Mortuary analysis that is aware of 
these concerns creates a richer picture of gender in the past. 
  
Background of Sitio Conte\ 
 
 Sitio Conte is a Pre-Columbian cemetery in Coclé Province in central Panama. It lies in a 
tropical savanna along the Rio Grande de Coclé, less than 3 km upstream from the Pacific 
Ocean. People of the Gran Coclé Culture used the cemetery from around 700 CE to 900 CE. The 
remained unknown for a millennium until 1927, when the river overflowed its banks during the 
rainy season and changed course, cutting into a grave and washing out gold ornaments and 
polychrome pottery (Hearne and Sharer 1992).  
Academic interests and the popular imagination had long ignored ancient Lower Central 
America in favor of the complex states and monumental architecture of Mexico, the Maya area, 
and the Andes. The eye-catching artifacts from Coclé would soon draw attention to the artistic 
and social complexity of Pre-Columbian Panama (Hearne and Sharer 1992; Briggs 1989). 
 
Peabody Museum Excavations 
 Miguel Conte, who owned the land on which Sitio Conte is located, conducted a few 
amateur digs on his property before he invited Harvard’s Peabody Museum of Archaeology and 
Ethnology to professionally excavate the cemetery. A Harvard team worked at the site for three 
seasons in 1930, 1931, and 1933 (Lothrop 1937). Afterwards, the museum turned its attention 
and funding elsewhere. Conte still wanted to continue research at the site, so Peabody Museum 
archaeologist Samuel K. Lothrop, who had directed the 1933 season, connected him with his 
colleague J. Alden Mason at the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Anthropology and 
Archaeology (Penn Museum) (Hearne and Sharer 1992; Briggs 1989).  
 
Penn Museum Excavations 
 Mason assembled a team of himself as project director; Robert H. Merrill, a retired 
engineer who invented innovative methods of precisely photographing and mapping 
archaeological contexts; John Corning, a Penn Museum education employee with some anatomy 
background who analyzed the skeletal remains; Julia Corning, who conserved artifacts and 
helped excavate; and Mason’s seventeen-year-old son John Mason Jr., who excavated, did odd 
jobs, and guarded the gold. Samuel and Eleanor Lothrop also accompanied the Penn team until 
the end of February to help them get situated (Briggs 1989).  
 The Penn Museum only excavated at Sitio Conte for one season in 1940, arriving at the 
site on January 25th and departing for Philadelphia on April 12. Mason deliberately planned the 
expedition for the dry season so the water table would be at its lowest and heavy rains would not 
hinder his work.  
The team excavated two main trenches. Trench 1 lay about 60 meters from the river 
bank, within the campsite and between the women’s latrine and married couples’ bunkhouse. 
Within it, the excavators found five burials, at least six bodies, and five caches. Burials are 
defined as discrete features containing at least one human skeleton and usually accompanying 
grave goods. Caches are discrete features containing clusters of artifacts without human remains. 
Compared to the site’s largest burials, Trench 1’s were poor: only single or double-occupant, all 
had less than a dozen objects each, and only one (Burial 4) had an ornament. Trench 2 was 
located closer to the river and adjacent to Harvard’s earlier excavations (University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology Archives [UPMAAA], J. Alden Mason 
Diary, 1940, Expedition Records – Sitio Conte, Panama). Lothrop claimed this was where they 
would find the richest burials (Hearne and Sharer 1992). The exact number of burials and caches 
is difficult to quantify, as the archaeologists could not always determine borders between 
features or whether they qualified as burials or caches. The Coclé people regularly cut into and 
disturbed earlier internments when digging newer burials. They placed secondary burials 
alongside primary internments. Corning had difficulty distinguishing whole human skeletons due 
to the poor bone preservation in the warm tropical climate. With these complications in mind, 
there appear to be at least 20 caches and 27 true burials. These burials include those with only 
one body, as well as multiple-person burials with a primary occupant (the individual with the 
most associated grave goods, considered the owner of the burial) accompanied by at least one 
other person (Briggs 1989; UPMAAA, Mason Diary). 
The human remains were in poor condition and must have been completely 
unrecoverable, since Mason brought chemicals to preserve and stabilize bone but ultimately 
decided not to collect the skeletons. Pottery was almost ubiquitous in burials and caches. Forms 
ranged from large plates and pedestal trays to ollas and carafes to animal and human effigies. 
Surface decorations could be plain, single-color, or polychrome geometric and animal designs. 
Certain graves contained gold ornaments, such as plaques and earrods. Most figurines and 
pendants made primarily of resin, whale tooth, or manatee rib also had thin gold onlay accents. 
Stone objects included celts, adzes, projectile points, and pendants. The Penn Museum’s Sitio 
Conte collection contains over 5,000 unique accession numbers, many of which represent sets of 
multiple projectile points, animal teeth, or beads. As part of the agreement with the landowner, 
“duplicates” of ceramic and gold objects were left in Panama with the Conte family, so the actual 
number of excavated artifacts is even greater than those brought to the Penn Museum (Hearne 
and Sharer 1992). 
 
The Legacy of Sitio Conte 
Within a year after the excavation concluded, Mason published “Ivory and Resin 
Figurines from Coclé” in the Penn Museum’s University Museum Bulletin, a two-part summary 
of the expedition in the newsletter of a local Pennsylvania history club, and a short article on the 
gold artifacts in Scientific American (Mason 1940a; 1940b; 1941). He also presented his findings 
at the American Scientific Congress in 1942 (Mason 1942). The only other publication produced 
by the Penn team was Merrill’s Civil Engineering article, “Photo-Surveying Assists 
Archaeologists Uncovering Ancient Art Objects in a 600-Year-Old Cemetery at Coclé, Panama” 
(Merrill 1941). 
The visual appeal of the gold and polychrome pottery has made the Penn Museum’s Sitio 
Conte collection a popular exhibit topic in the 75 years after the excavation. The most recent 
iteration is Beneath the Surface: Life, Death, and Gold in Ancient Panama (Fowler Williams and 
Grant 2015). The collection’s previous incarnation, River of Gold, opened at the museum in 1988 
and transitioned to a travelling exhibit in 1992. Penn Museum American Section curators Pamela 
Hearne and Robert Sharer published a comprehensive full-color catalog to accompany it (1992). 
The collection has also contributed to several dissertations and other works. Peter Briggs 
describes and analyzes both the Penn and Peabody Museums’ Sitio Conte material for an integral 
part of his 1986 dissertation, Pre-Conquest Mortuary Arts and Status in the Central Region of 
Panama (Briggs 1986, 1989, 1993). Karen O’Day wrote her 2002 dissertation on the meaning of 
abstract designs on Sitio Conte pottery in the context of their position and orientation in the 
burials (O’Day 2002; 2014). The material Mason’s team excavated in 1940 has become 
important in both the academic sphere and the world of museums, with pieces from the 
collection being loaned to exhibits around the world.  
Scope of Research 
 Mortuary analysis is an effective way of learning about the past because it combines 
biological data gleaned from people’s physical remains with social categories that those who 
buried them chose to reflect in their burial contexts (Murphy 2004). This study examines 
whether types of artifacts associated with individuals in Mason’s Sitio Conte burials vary 
according to sex. By using skeletal sex as an (albeit imperfect) proxy for gender, I will 
investigate whether any materials, types of ornamentation, or iconography were gendered. 
 In mortuary analysis, burial is more about the people who prepared the bodies and 
offerings than the dead being honored (Briggs 1989). When determining artifact associations, I 
tried to infer the intentions of these buriers at Sitio Conte. In the case of single-occupant graves, I 
considered all objects found within the grave to be associated with that individual. For multi-
occupant graves, I defined “associated” as in contact with the skeleton, in close enough 
proximity to the human remains so as to have reasonably been in contact in contact with the 
body before it decomposed, or directly above that person’s head or feet. Artifacts that did not 
meet these criteria, such as those between bodies, were not considered associated with anyone 
and thus not included in this study. After double-checking maps and photographs, I usually 
respected the excavators’ judgments of which artifacts were associated with which individuals, 
since they observed these burial contexts firsthand. 
 Site formation processes complicate efforts to establish associations. Coclé people 
sometimes disturbed and removed grave goods from older burials when digging newer ones. 
Skeletons were disarticulated and artifacts were disassociated. Some of the burials Mason 
designated disturbed in his field notes had only been cut through on the edges, leaving the bodies 
intact. Most of those with disturbed skeletons were already single-occupant burials, so artifacts 
could not be confused between multiple people in the same context. I remain aware that these 
burials may have lost some grave goods during the disturbance event. Disturbed multiple-
occupant burials, such as Burial 9, were in such poor state that the bodies could not be 
disentangled from each other much less sexed. Thus, I excluded them from analysis even though 
Briggs did not do the same (Briggs 1989).   
 This study focuses primarily on ornaments, defined as objects intended to be worn on the 
body. What counts as an “ornament” is informed by multiple sources, not the least of which is 
artifacts’ anatomical positons on people in burial contexts. Other artifacts were designated 
ornaments because they contain holes for suspending on the body or sewing onto clothing. 
Spanish ethnohistoric accounts illustrate and describe how people of different classes and 
genders dressed. They also mention tell of gold chisels being used for tattooing. Although not 
actual ornaments themselves, they are closely associated with ornamentation and included in this 
study. Ornaments placed as grave offerings around the body, not in anatomical position but still 
within the zone of association around that person, were also counted as associated artifacts. 
 In addition to ornaments, I examined the sex of skeletons associated with stone tools 
including celts, adzes, and projectile points. Archaeologists often connect these tools with 
stereotypical adult male activities such as hunting, felling trees, woodworking, warfare, and other 
physically demanding tasks. Mason also recorded stone tools provenience in his diary like that of 
the other “small finds,” most of which are ornaments. 
 I deliberately did not include pottery in this study. Ceramic vessels are almost ubiquitous, 
and they are the most difficult artifacts for which to determine associations with individuals. 
Especially in multi-occupant graves, they line the floors and walls. Lothrop, Mason, and later 
scholars like Hearne believed the builders intentionally lined burials with whole vessels and 
sherds, so some ceramics in proximity to the body may not be associated with that individual, but 
rather just part of the burial structure (Lothrop 1937, 1942; Hearne and Sharer 1992). Julia Mayo 
contends that this “ceramic architecture” may even be accidental, the result of offerings above 
open graves partially collapsing the tomb under their own weight and sloping down to form 
layers of pottery (Mayo and Mayo 2013). Any perceived associations between pottery vessels 
and individuals would be completely unintentional. The grave-builders also may have placed 
vessels between a person and the edge of the grave in order to directly associate them with that 
person, or they may have just encircled the entire grave with vessels without regard to the 
relationships between pots and individuals. Clusters of vessels arranged above the heads of two 
people lying next to each other may be intended for both of them, or the grave-furnishers may 
have just placed the pots wherever space was available. While vessels can literally or 
symbolically hold food or drinks for certain or all the tomb occupants, ornaments are a more 
personal class of grave good; only one person at a time can wear an earrod, but multiple people 
be served from a large platter. 
  
Data Collection Methods 
 My primary sources of data were the original excavation records housed in the Penn 
Museum Archives under “Expedition Records – Central America – Sitio Conte, Panama (1940)” 
person (University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology Archives 
[UPMAAA], Finding aid, processed April 12, 1996, A. Pezzati et al). I primarily worked from 
digital scans of varying quality. These documents included the excavation object cards, J. Alden 
Mason’s Diary, John B. Corning’s notes, Robert H. Merrill’s notebook of maps and pasted-in 
photographs with text and captions, and large inked burial plans that Corning drafted after 
returning to Philadelphia.  
Mason’s Diary was the most comprehensive source of information, despite his 
handwriting’s occasional illegibility. He narrates the excavation process, positions of the bodies 
and artifacts, descriptions of the artifacts, order in which burials were excavated, and his 
evolving interpretations of the mortuary contexts. Severely decomposed unrecoverable artifacts 
are often only mentioned here, since the field object cards only record what was taken out of the 
ground (UPMAAA, Mason Diary).  
I consulted the field object cards to supplement Mason’s Diary. These cards list artifacts’ 
excavation numbers, museum accession numbers, descriptions, and whether the objects went to 
the Conte family or the collections of Penn Museum. The field object cards sometimes note 
which object was found with which person (University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology 
and Anthropology Archives [UPMAAA], Object Cards, 1940, Expedition Records – Sitio Conte, 
Panama).  
John Corning’s physical anthropology notes were appended to the end of Mason’s Diary, 
either during the expedition or afterwards. Corning describes the positions of the bodies, age and 
sex when possible, locations of grave goods around them, and which skeletal elements are 
present or absent. Most of Corning’s identifications, unfortunately, neglect to mention the means 
by which he determined age and sex. Corning also details the anatomical position of various 
ornaments (University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology Archives 
[UPMAAA], John B. Corning Notes, 1940, Expedition Records – Sitio Conte, Panama).  
When an ornament’s association is not clear from Mason and Corning’s notes, Robert 
Merrill’s precise pencil-drawn scaled maps with artifacts labeled with field numbers—along with 
the burial photographs he pasted into his notebook—are critical (University of Pennsylvania 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology Archives [UPMAAA], Robert H. Merrill Field Notes, 
1940, Expedition Records – Sitio Conte, Panama). For each ornament, I consulted all four sources 
and found that they almost always agreed. Most of the few discontinuities arose from artifacts 
being mislabeled with the wrong field number on the maps.  
 Although Mason never published his Sitio Conte excavations beyond a few short articles, 
Peter Briggs compiled data from the Penn Museum and Peabody Museum excavations for his 
1986 dissertation. In the resulting book, Briggs lists every burial, the ages and sexes of the 
occupants (if known), and associated artifacts (Briggs 1989: Appendix 5). However, he 
associates artifacts with burials, not with specific individuals. His data is a useful consolidation 
of information from the excavation’s primary sources, which I consulted whenever Mason’s 
notes were illegible. Briggs also argued that certain features Mason called “burials” did not 
actually contain human remains. After verifying his claims against the excavation records, I 
excluded from this study any features Briggs determined were not true burials. 
 In a Microsoft Access© database, I recorded the age, sex, burial of origin, and associated 
artifacts for individuals in every actual burial (Appendix A, Appendix B, and Appendix C). 
Where any of these pieces of information were unknown, I entered a “?”. For each artifact, I 
recorded the field number, Penn Museum accession number (or “CONTE” for those left with the 
Conte family), the person on which it was found, artifact type, material, form (defined as 
iconography, shape, condition, species—whatever specific category applied), and anatomical 
position on the person’s body. In the case that a person had no stone tools or ornaments, I entered 
“NOTHING” as the excavation and accession numbers.  
 I examined the data of identified males and females for any types, materials, or forms of 
objects that were buried only with one sex and not the other. I also investigated whether certain 
types of artifacts were disproportionately associated with one sex over the other. I then tested 
these observations against the Sitio Conte data published by Lothrop, to see if the patterns held 
true for other burials at Sitio Conte. I also considered whether the patterns were consistent with 
the recent findings at El Caño, another Coclé cemetery contemporaneous with and within a few 
kilometers of Sitio Conte. For the purposes of analysis, I assumed all sex identifications are 
accurate. Based on consistent patterns of gendered artifact associations, I hypothesized the most 
likely gender of unidentified people in the Mason burials based on their associated tools and 
ornaments. Though the unidentified people’s actual biological sex and gender identities will 
never be known for certain, I can use gendered mortuary contexts of others from the same 
culture to infer how the way someone was treated in death reflects how they may have been seen 
in life. 
 
  
Previous Research 
 
Samuel K. Lothrop 
 Lothrop published Coclé: an Archaeological Study of Central Panama, the first volume 
of a monograph on Harvard’s excavations, in 1937. Mason had access to the book and the author 
himself as he prepared to travel to Panama. Lothrop corresponded extensively with Mason about 
what he should expect to find. He even accompanied the Penn team for the first few weeks of the 
dig. 
 The study is dated by its culture history theoretical approach and near-exclusive focus on 
objects and ceramic style and chronology. However, the scope is comprehensive and draws upon 
data from archaeology, ethnography, and the Spanish chronicles to make inferences about Coclé 
culture. He analyzes different artifact types section-by-section and included detailed illustrations. 
Overviews of the different sizes of graves are supplemented by an appendix that describes the 
structure, artifact associations, and skeletal data of each of the 59 graves. Object lists and 
detailed labeled plans accompany the entry for each grave (Lothrop 1937:Appendix A).  
 Lothrop categorized Sitio Conte graves into 6 large graves, 15 intermediate graves, and 
23 small graves. Among the large graves, the principal occupants of Grave 1 and Grave 5 were 
old men, Grave 6 was dedicated to a young man, and unsexed adults were central to Graves 26 
and 24. The principal figure of Grave 32B was unidentified (Lothrop 1937).  
None of the four women in Grave 5 had any jewelry or stone artifacts; neither did one 
woman in Grave 26. However, the old woman in Grave 26 wore a pair of earrods, a dog tooth 
bracelet, and a bone pendant, and had sting ray spines and 11 stone tools. When identifiable, 
every intermediate burial had at least one adult man, and a second person in the grave was 
usually female. The women in intermediate Graves 13 and 20 had no jewelry or stone tools; 
neither did the bodiless skull of a woman in Grave 21. The woman in Grave 23 wore a gold bead 
bracelet. Women also occupied five of the small graves; none had jewelry, but the woman of 
Grave 58 had one stone celt. Grave 40 was intact but poor of artifacts; Graves 44 and 46 may 
have had jewelry or stone tools, but they were partly washed out by the river. Overall, Harvard 
uncovered 14 females of varying wealth (Lothrop 1937). 
 Lothrop neglects to mention the identity of the physical anthropologists on the Peabody 
team, whether they were the same person each season, what training they had, and the methods 
that they used to age and sex the skeletons (Briggs 1989). Some entries in the appendix mention 
tooth wear as a justification for aging, and the aforementioned severed head in Grave 21 was 
sexed as female necessarily on the basis of cranial features (Lothrop 1937). John Corning was 
significantly more conservative with aging and sexing, leaving almost half the Penn skeletons 
unidentified, while Harvard identified 87% (Briggs 1989). This striking disparity could either 
mean that Corning was not as adept at physical anthropology, or that Harvard’s skeletal analyst 
drew conclusions about age and sex without sufficient evidence. 
 
Peter Briggs 
 Peter Briggs’s Art, Death, and Social Order: The Mortuary Arts of Pre-Conquest Central 
Panama (1989) examines how grave goods reflect social stratification, or lack thereof, in Pre-
Columbian central Panama. He studies three cemeteries in the Tonosi Valley at the end of the 
Azuero Peninsula. These sites—El Indio, El Cafetal, and La Cañaza—reflect relatively 
egalitarian societies, as quality and quantity of grave goods vary only by age and do not show 
different levels of wealth within age groups. Unfortunately, the skeletons were too decomposed 
to be sexed, so gendered patterns of grave goods were not identifiable (Briggs 1989).  
Briggs contrasts these sites with Sitio Conte, drawing upon Lothrop’s data as well as 
Mason’ unpublished excavation records. Briggs’s study differs from mine: while he makes some 
observations about mortuary treatment of individuals, his primary unit of analysis is the grave, 
whereas mine is the individual. He uses statistical cluster analysis to group graves into eight 
different clusters by the quantity, quality, and type of artifacts they contained, according to a list 
of 61 possible artifact types (Briggs 1989). This imposes etic categories upon an archaeological 
assemblage in an attempt to understand the people of the past’s emic knowledge of who to bury 
with whom and with what.  
The dramatic differences in grave goods between adult males and women and 
adolescents, as well as within the category of adult males, reflect a ranked society. Briggs 
concludes that adult males were the focus of the cemetery because that demographic had the 
most sumptuary objects. His analysis of how grave goods reflect social stratification is thus 
based entirely on the adult males. This diminishes the role of gender in how status is expressed in 
mortuary contexts. 
Because Briggs’s volume is the most thorough publication of Mason’s work at Sitio 
Conte, subsequent scholars such as Richard Cooke and colleagues (2003) cite his work rather 
than going back to the original archival records. Briggs’s occasional misinterpretations of the 
Penn Museum excavation records have perpetuated misinformation, especially about the status 
and wealth of women and young people relative to men. Mason’s Diary describes the gold-laden 
middle layer of Burial 11 in a somewhat convoluted way. The confusion is complicated by him 
labeling the eight people on the Upper Layer Skeletons A to H, the twelve Middle Layer 
occupants Skeletons A to L, and the three Lower Layer people Skeletons A to C. The 
redundancy of letters causes Briggs to attribute the gold ornaments of the unaged and unsexed 
Persons D and H of the Middle Layer to the adult male Persons D and H of the Upper Layer, 
who in reality had no gold and only a few stone tools (Briggs 1989). The chronology of his notes 
shows that Mason is describing the locations of these gold artifacts while excavating the Middle 
Layer, after the Upper Layer and its skeletons have been cleared. Merrill’s photographs also 
reveal no gold associated with Upper Layer Persons D and H (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning 
Notes; Merrill Field Notes). This inaccurately inflates the number of adult males with gold, when 
in fact the sex of many people with gold grave goods is unknown and assumed to be male.  
 In regards to Sitio Conte, Briggs also states that “all but one of the females found in the 
graves were buried in conjunction with an adult male,” which is not true (1989:130). Mason’s 
Burial 23 and 24 each had a single female occupant, as did Lothrop’s Graves 40, with partly 
washed out Graves 44 and 46 had a single female remaining. Lothrop’s Grave 58 also contained 
an adult female with an infant and no adult male (Lothrop 1937; UPMAAA, Mason Diary; 
Corning Notes). Briggs’s inaccurate statement diminishes women’s presence at Sitio Conte. 
While analyzing differing grave goods between males, he misses the opportunity to study that 
variation within females.  
 
Julia Mayo 
 Since 2008, a Panamanian-Spanish team led by archaeologist Julia Mayo has been 
excavating at El Caño, another Coclé cemetery 2.5 km upstream from Sitio Conte. These 
archaeologists found evidence of architecture: stone columns, sculptures of human captives and 
animals, and postholes from wooden structures that once stood over the tomb pits. Mayo and her 
team have published a short article on four tombs: T1, T2, T5, and T6 (Mayo and Mayo 2013). 
T1 contained eight people total, including two adult women with no ornamentation. The 
principal occupant was an unsexed adult with copious gold jewelry. No women were identified 
in T2, the largest grave that consisted of an upper layer of five unsexed adults, a middle layer of 
three unsexed adults, and a lower layer of eighteen men with celts and projectile points and the 
principal occupant, a middle-aged man. He wore even more high-status gold jewelry than the 
main person in T1, and was heat-desiccated and coated in hot resin before burial. T5 had been 
disturbed in antiquity and none of the three or so occupants could be sexed; any gold it contained 
is long gone. T6 was partly cut through by later T1 and T2, so only the bottom halves of two 
people lying partly on top of each other remained, along with a cache of gold jewelry and a 
severed head at their feet.  
  
Ethnohistoric Evidence of Ornamentation in Pre-Columbian Panama 
 Sitio Conte dates to 700-900 CE, but Lothrop believed that the cemetery was used right 
before Spanish contact because the large graves he excavated were strikingly similar to 
conquistador Gaspar de Espinosa’s description of the funeral of the Panamanian chief Parita in 
1519 (Lothrop 1937). Parita had been mummified by smoking and wrapped in several layers of 
textiles. He wore what the Spanish called gold armor: plaques on the front and back of his 
abdomen, a bowl-shaped helmet, arm cuffs, greaves on his legs, four or five gorget necklaces, 
and a belt with bells. He was accompanied by two subordinate or successor chiefs, also bundled 
and wearing less elaborate versions of his outfit. Two women were also part of this main group, 
though they were not bundled and their gold lay at their feet rather than in anatomical position on 
their bodies. Twenty or so captives were also bound and awaiting sacrifice the next day (Hearne 
and Sharer 1992). Parita and the Coclé culture are separated by at least 600 years, but all items 
he wore appear in at least one Sitio Conte grave (Lothrop 1937). The largest graves at Sitio 
Conte and El Caño also approach that scale of mass burial.  
 Espinosa encountered the chief and his retinue when they were already dead, but other 
sources may shed light on how and why they died. Spanish chronicler Gonzalo Fernández de 
Oviedo y Valdés describes Panamanian funerals feasts in which inebriated wives are buried alive 
in a grave with their husband, or in which wives and servants drink poison to accompany the 
chief into the afterlife. According to Oviedo, most commoners never received the privileges of 
burial or life after death; they achieved honor and eternity by serving the chief in the next world 
(Lothrop 1937; Hearne and Sharer 1992). 
 These burial practices reflect the social structure of conquest-era Panama. Chiefdoms 
were dominated by hereditary nobles, first among them the paramount chief (queví) whose 
secondary chiefs (sacos) helped administer his domains. The queví’s principal wife (hespode) 
was also a powerful noble, and her children inherited his wealth and position when he died. In 
the space between nobles and the masses were cabras, capable warriors rewarded with elite titles 
which could be passed to their sons only if these children became loyal warriors themselves. The 
queví’s secondary wives inhabited this liminal space as well, being born as commoners but 
chosen to be companions of the chief; his favorites were sacrificed when he died. Ordinary 
commoners were the rank-and-file warriors and agricultural laborers. Slaves (pacos) composed a 
subset of low-raking people, being war captives forced to work for the chief (Lothrop 1937; 
Hearne and Sharer 1992). Oviedo also notes a special class of slaves called camayoa. Lothrop 
describes them as “homosexual male slaves…dressed as women, they performed the tasks of 
women such as spinning and housekeeping. Their owners guarded them carefully and punished 
infidelity on their part with death.” (Lothrop 1937:23). Based on this passage, “two-spirit” would 
be a more accurate label, since camayoa had unique gender roles and rules of behavior separate 
from those of men. 
 Among the social classes of 16th century Panama, ornamentation was a tool and symbol 
of power. Chiefs kept hordes of gold jewelry in their fortified house compounds, and in warfare 
they sought to sack each other’s home and take the gold as booty to enhance their own treasury. 
Commoners were allowed to wear gold, but the most elaborate ornaments belonged to the elite 
classes who had the wealth to commission or acquire them (Hearne and Sharer 1992). Chiefs and 
elite warriors went into battle with clothing with gold discs sewn on, to make themselves 
conspicuous to their subordinates and imposing to their enemies (Cooke et al 2003). Tattoos 
were another medium of power. Chiefs had personal symbols with which subjects would tattoo 
themselves to demonstrate loyalty—and which were tattooed upon slaves’ faces to demonstrate 
ownership. Tattooing instruments included gold chisels, which are more likely to survive 
archaeologically than tattooed skin itself (Lothrop 1937). 
Ornamentation varied by gender as well as social class. Men wore penis coverings or 
short aprons, while women wore skirts or longer aprons. Oviedo recorded the uniquely female 
fashion of supporting one’s breasts with a decorated gold bar suspended from the shoulders 
(Lothrop 1937). Spanish documents from the 1520s record women also having nose ornaments, 
beads, small plaques, a possible pendant (“a bottle-shaped object of worked gold”), “tubes of 
gold” that may be earrods or tubular beads, and “sprigs” that may be chisels (Cooke et al 2003). 
However, none of these ornament types were restricted to women. In the late 17th century, 
British seafaring surgeon Lionel Wafer observed that while both men and women in eastern 
Panama wore gold necklaces, men’s could weigh twice as much as women’s. Overall, 
ethnohistoric evidence shows that although all classes and genders could wear gold, adult men 
had the most of it. 
  
Data Analysis 
 In the realm of artifact types and ceramic chronologies, Mason was probably correct in 
his initial impression that his assemblage was not significantly different from Harvard’s. 
However, his particular graves round out a more complex picture of women in Coclé society. 
 Peter Briggs tabulated the number of females, males, adults, subadults, unsexed people, 
and unaged people for Lothrop’s burials, Mason’s burials, and both groups combined. The 
following tables below include a summary of Lothrop’s data from the main text of Briggs. The 
Mason data summary is derived from Briggs’s Appendix 5, “Sitio Conte Graves,” cross-checked 
against Mason’s Diary and Corning’s Notes. For unknown reasons, Briggs overstated the number 
of men by five individuals and the number of women by one individual in his in-text summary 
table. Even though his appendix pointed out so-called “burials” that do not actually contain 
human remains, he seems to have still counted these features in the category of people of 
unknown age and sex, further inflating the number of individuals in Mason’s assemblage. 
Because my re-study focuses on personal items, I must have stricter standards for what qualifies 
as an individual in a mortuary context (Briggs 1989; UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes). 
   
Age and Sex of Skeletons in Lothrop Burials (Briggs 1989) 
 Sex 
Male Female Unknown Total 
A
g
e 
Adult 41 13 42 96 
Adolescent 2 1 5 8 
Child 0 0 1 1 
Unknown 0 0 16 16 
Total 43 14 64 121 
 
Age and Sex of Skeletons in Mason Burials (Briggs 1989:Appendix 5) 
 Sex 
Male Female Unknown Total 
A
g
e 
Adult 17 5 6 28 
Adolescent 1 3 1 5 
Child 0 0 1 1 
Unknown 8 2 28 38 
Total 26 10 36 72 
 
Age and Sex of Skeletons at Sitio Conte Overall 
 Sex 
Male Female Unknown Total 
A
g
e 
Adult 58 18 48 124 
Adolescent 3 4 6 13 
Child 0 0 2 2 
Unknown 8 2 44 54 
Total 69 24 100 193 
 
  
 The subsequent tables display how the general categories of ornaments and tools were 
distributed between identified males and identified females. For complete lists of each 
individual’s sex and associated artifacts, see Appendices A, B, and C. 
 
Female Non-Ceramic Grave Goods at Sitio Conte 
Grave goods Peabody Museum* Penn Museum Total 
No ornaments or tools 8 (66.7%) 4 (40.0%) 12 (54.5%) 
Tools only 2 (16.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (9.1%) 
Ornaments only 1 (8.3%) 4 (40.0%) 5 (22.7%) 
Tools and ornaments 1 (8.3%) 2 (20.0%) 3 (13.6%) 
Total 12 (100.0%) 10 (100.0%) 22 (100%) 
 
Distribution of Stone Tools and Ornaments Associated with Females at Sitio Conte 
Grave goods Peabody Museum* Penn Museum Total 
Tools only 2 (50%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (20.0%) 
Ornaments only 1 (25%) 4 (66.7%) 5 (50.0%) 
Tools and ornaments 1 (25%) 2 (33.3%) 3 (30.0%) 
Total 4 (100%) 6 (100%) 10 (100.0%) 
 
Male Non-Ceramic Grave Goods at Sitio Conte 
Grave goods Peabody Museum* Penn Museum Total 
No ornaments or tools 11 (25.6%) 4 (15.4%)  15 (21.7%) 
Tools only 5 (11.6%) 5 (19.2%) 10 (14.5%) 
Ornaments only 9 (20.9%) 5 (19.2%) 14 (20.3%) 
Tools and ornaments 18 (41.9%) 12 (46.2%) 30 (43.5%) 
Total 43 (100.0%) 26 (100.0%) 69 (100.0%) 
 
Distribution of Stone Tools and Ornaments Associated with Males at Sitio Conte 
Grave goods Peabody Museum* Penn Museum Total 
Tools only 5 (15.6%) 5 (22.7%)  10 (18.5%) 
Ornaments only 9 (28.1%) 5 (22.7%)  14 (25.9%) 
Tools and ornaments 18 (56.3%) 12 (54.5%)  30 (55.6%) 
Total 32 (100.0%) 22 (100.0%) 54 (100.0%) 
*(Lothrop 1937:Appendix 5)  
Those with nothing 
 Mason excavated 33 features that were definitely burials, eight of which contained one or 
more female occupants. Of the ten total females, four were not associated with any ornaments or 
stone tools. Two of the females were a jumbled pair of adolescents in Burial 25, interpreted as 
secondary bundle burials whose postmortem history was different from most other people buried 
at Sitio Conte (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes). The fact that 60% of females in 
Mason’s burials did have grave goods contrasts sharply with the Peabody excavations. Peabody 
documented only 14 women—spread across ten different graves—of which eight had no 
ornaments or tools, four had at least one grave good, and two may have had ornaments or tools 
before their graves were partly washed away by the river (Lothrop 1937). These washed-out 
graves have been discounted from artifact distribution calculations. 
 In comparison, four of the 26 identified males in Mason’s burials had no ornaments or 
stone tools. The Peabody burials had a higher proportion: 11 males with no grave goods of a total 
of 43 males. Despite the disparities between Mason and Lothrop’s data, about 22% of males at 
Sitio Conte have no ornaments or stone tools, compared to 55% of females. Overall, women at 
Sitio Conte are more likely than men to be buried without these personal items. Thus, an unsexed 
person not associated with ornaments or tools is more likely to be female than male. 
Because organic materials in this region are so poorly-preserved, one cannot claim that 
55% of women had no personal objects at all, since any wood, textile, or similarly fragile 
artifacts would have rotted away. 
 This data is compatible with what has been published thus far on the El Caño site, the 
Coclé cemetery slightly upstream from Sitio Conte. Of the four tombs explored in Mayo and 
Mayo’s 2013 article, only T1 contains identified women: Individuals 6 and 7. Neither of them 
had gold ornaments, the authors do not mention any ornaments or tools of other material found 
with them, and the photographs in the article are too low-resolution to discern small objects. The 
only identifiable men at the El Caño site were the primary occupant and 18 accompanying 
warriors on the lowest level of T2. The central person, a middle-aged man, was laden with 
ornaments of gold and other materials, while celts and projectile points were distributed 
throughout the grave. Mayo and Mayo’s article does not mention which individual was 
associated with which tools (2013). Despite the brevity of their article, Mayo and Mayo’s 
findings at the El Caño site reinforce the pattern of Coclé men being more likely than Coclé 
women to have ornaments and tools as grave goods. 
 
Stone tools 
 Among people who had non-ceramic grave goods, the proportion with tools, ornaments, 
or both differed between males and females. Of the ten Sitio Conte females with personal items, 
half wore only ornaments, compared to a just a quarter of males. Males were also more likely to 
have both tools and ornaments: over half men with grave goods had both, compared to 30% of 
females. 
 The most notable sex difference in stone tools is in who was buried with which types of 
tool. Both males and females had celts and adzes, but (with one possible exception) only males 
had projectile points. The possible exception is the mostly richly-ornamented female of all the 
Harvard burials, Skeleton 15 of Grave 26, who had eight tools which Lothrop calls “chipped 
stone blades” and which the Peabody Museum database labels “arrow points” (Lothrop 1937; 
Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology 2015). In the same publication, Lothrop labels 
other artifacts as “projectile points” and mentions that “blades” could have been used as spear 
points or knives. After studying and writing about the Sitio Conte assemblage for several years, 
Lothrop was intimately familiar with the material and must have consciously chosen not to call 
these artifacts projectile points. Lothrop may have chosen this label purely based on the form of 
the artifacts, or he could have been reluctant to call them projectile points because spears and 
darts are related to the masculine activities of hunting and warfare. Because the tools 
accompanied a female skeleton, Lothrop may have been more inclined to interpret them as 
knives, chisels, or another type of blade-shaped stone tool used in feminine activities. 
Interestingly, Skeleton 15 was also buried with stingray spines and three celts. Julia 
Mayo’s team at the El Caño site has excavated the remains of spiked wooden clubs studded with 
stingray spines, perforated shark teeth, or lithics. Mayo associates the celts and projectile points 
on the bottom layer of T2 at the El Caño site with weaponry and considers them explicit 
indicators that the 18 men surrounding the principal occupant were warriors (Mayo and Mayo 
2013; Mayo 2015). Artifacts like those found with Skeleton 15 are interpreted as weapons when 
found with men, so it is possible that this female from Grave 26 could have had weapons as well. 
 From another perspective, celts and adzes are versatile tools and may have had different 
meanings pertaining to gendered divisions of labor when buried with a woman versus a man. For 
example, agriculture was highly gendered according to colonial accounts. Men used axes to chop 
down trees, clearing the land for maize fields. Women performed all the other agricultural labor, 
including hoeing the soil, a task for which celts would also be useful (Lothrop 1937). This 
difference in meaning may be true for the grave goods of Skeleton 15 as well. Mayo realized that 
some shark teeth, sting ray spines, and lithics at the El Caño site were part of weapons because 
they were arranged in an orderly fashion around the shape of a club (Mayo 2015). Lothrop noted 
no such pattern of the sting ray spines or lithics of Skeleton 15 (Lothrop 1937). Whatever the 
true identification of the grave goods of Skeleton 15, one can still conclude that based on 
prevailing patterns in Mason and Lothrop’s data, a person buried with projectile points is more 
likely to be male than female.  
 
Winged stone pendants 
 The winged stone pendant is a highly distinctive type of artifact is made of stone, usually 
agate, but is an ornament and not a tool. At Sitio Conte, these ornaments are exclusively 
associated with males. Five males in the Mason burials had agate pendants on their person. The 
anatomical positon of these ornaments ranged from the head and shoulders to waist and hips, but 
was always on the upper body. This pattern was not merely a result of males happening to have 
this elegant ornament because they had on-average richer burials than females. Even the most 
artifact-poor men could own them: for the person in Burial 17B, an agate winged pendant and a 
celt were his only non-ceramic grave goods (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Object Cards; Corning 
Notes).  
 Figure 1. Penn Museum accession number 40-14-611, agate winged pendant (Penn Museum 2015). 
 
Lothrop’s appendix notes three males with winged agate pendants, three with stone winged 
pendants, and one with a specifically white stone winged pendant. Overall, winged pendants 
appear with twelve males and zero females. When discussing this artifact type, Lothrop does not 
mention the sex bias. Rather, he explains that this form is common throughout Venezuela, 
northern Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, and the Caribbean. Depending on local tastes and 
resources, the ornaments also may be made of shell, greenstone, or jade. Throughout this wide 
region, people made variations that transformed the simple geometric shape into a bat with 
outstretched wings (Lothrop 1937). This implies that the standard shape found at Sitio Conte 
may be simplified visual shorthand for bat iconography, and would have been recognizable to 
Coclé people familiar with that iconographic system. 
 
Representations of Humans and Animals  
 One could argue that Coclé society symbolically connected bats to masculinity, since 
only males were buried with abstract bat pendants. However, with the exception of one female, 
only males were associated with any ornaments with animal or human iconography (UPMAAA, 
Mason Diary; Corning Notes). Animal and human designs are consolidated into one category 
because most figures in Coclé art incorporate elements of both (Lothrop 1937). Ornaments with 
such decorations are not rare or narrow classes of artifacts. Animal, human, or anthropomorphic 
iconography appears on plaques, arm cuffs, nose clips, bells, whale tooth pendants, resin 
pendants, gold pendants, and more (Lothrop 1937; UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes).  
Females do not lack the iconography because they did not own the types of artifacts that 
are vehicles for these images. Among the Penn Museum burials, Person B of Burial 19 had a 
copper nose clip, Person B in Burial 25 had one tumbaga (gold and copper alloy) plaque, and the 
female adolescent in Burial 23 had “a number of” tumbaga plaques (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; 
Corning Notes). The previously mentioned Skeleton 15 of Peabody Museum Grave 26 had a 
pendant made of bone (Lothrop 1937). None of these artifacts appeared to have representational 
designs, though the tumbaga plaques were too corroded to be recovered, so any iconography may 
have been unrecognizable as such. Neither do the records include measurements of these 
discarded plaques, which would indicate whether they were the same size and shape of the 
decorated plaques from other burials (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes). Coclé 
metalsmiths crafted three-dimensional representational designs on nose ornaments (Lothrop 
1937). Because Mason could decipher iconography on corroded three-dimensional objects such 
as figurines and pendants, and he did not notice any decoration on the nose clip, the artifact was 
probably undecorated originally (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Object Cards). Females also did not 
exclusively receive poorly-preserving meal objects with low gold content; five males from 
Mason’s excavation also had copper or tumbaga artifacts described as “corroded,” (UPMAAA, 
Mason Diary; Object Cards). 
The argument that females lacked ornaments with animal or human iconography because 
these artifacts were especially high-status and no females at Sitio Conte had high enough rank to 
merit them is also inadequate. Even lesser-status males had ornaments with representational 
images. For example, most of the few grave goods in Penn Museum Burial 17A were stone tools 
and bone beads, but the male occupant also had an animal tooth pendant elaborately carved into 
a crocodile. Besides three corroded copper eagle figurines, Person A of Burial 18 had only two 
other objects. Person B of Burial 18 had just a tiny gold plaque, a corroded tumbaga plaque like 
those of the females, and two animal-shaped copper pendants: a bat and a crocodile. Person H of 
Burial 18 had a copper eagle pendant in addition to only three other grave goods. Person F on the 
Upper Layer of Penn Museum Burial 11 had only three non-ceramic grave goods, one of which 
was a bird-shaped ceramic whistle (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes). Males who are 
subsidiary occupants of a chief’s burial, or who are too low-status to merit human offerings in 
their own burials, still sometimes have ornaments with animal or human iconography, while 
women in similar situations do not have such grave goods. 
 
The Exception to the Rule 
The one exception to this pattern is the female Person I of the Middle Layer of Penn 
Museum Burial 11. She lies on the north edge of the burial, the lower body in a stacked pair with 
the unaged and unsexed Person J. Person I’s outfit included “quantities,” as Corning phrases in 
his notes, of perforated dog tooth beads at her waist and neck, as well as 110 double-perforated 
flat triangular gold sequins starting at her waist and extending down as far as her ankles. In 
unknown anatomical position, she had two proximal earrod ends and one distal (almost a 
complete pair), four gold onlay animal feet, 73 gold or biconical beads, and 11 small crushed 
thin gold beads. Hers is the richest female burial at Sitio Conte in terms of both amount of gold 
and number of artifacts (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Object Cards; Corning Notes). 
The four gold animal feet are probably the gold accents from an animal pendant whose 
main body of resin, tooth, or bone has decomposed (Figure 2). They resemble the feet of other 
anthropomorphic animal ivory pendants Mason excavated from the Middle Layer of Burial 11 
(Figure 3). One of the animal feet from Person I has six digits (40-13-144b), possibly an artistic 
mistake, while the other three have five digits. The most common five-digit species in Sitio 
Conte art are humans and various reptiles, such as crocodiles, so the original figurine may have 
represented a reptile, human, or hybrid of the two.  
  
Figure 2. Four gold onlay animal feet (40-13-144a,b,c,d) found with Person I, Burial 11 Middle Layer (Penn Museum 2015). 
 
 Figure 3. Penn Museum ivory figurines with gold onlay from Sitio Conte. Left to right: 40-13-118, 40-13-126, and 40-13-121 
 
 Lothrop discusses gold imitation shark tooth beads despite the Peabody Museum not 
having found any in their excavations. The closest to Sitio Conte these ornament types had been 
found was southern Colombia. The triangular sequins found with Person I lack the serrated edges 
of actual shark teeth and the gold examples Lothrop shows (Lothrop 1937). If a Coclé goldsmith 
did intend the ornaments to be imitation shark teeth, Person I would have another form of animal 
iconography in addition to being already the only person at the site with this type of artifact.  
 Corning’s notes on the sequins appear to say “at waist of I gold triangular pendants also 
as far as ankles,” which probably means that the objects ranged from Person I’s waist to her 
ankles (UPMAAA, Corning Notes). The double perforations are excessive for suspending on a 
single strand, but ideal for securely sewing onto a cloth backing. Ethnohistoric accounts from 
British sailor Lionel Wafer’s travels in Darién, west of Sitio Conte, mention that the wealthiest 
indigenous women wore ankle-length cotton skirts (Lothrop 1937). Combined with Person I’s 
copious amounts of gold, this implication of a long skirt may also be another sign of her high 
status. 
 
Animal Tooth Ornaments 
  Although almost everyone with animal or human iconography on ornaments was male, 
both males and females wore ornaments made of animal materials. The perforated dog tooth 
beads around Person I’s neck, for example, were probably strung into a necklace or sewn onto a 
cloth backing to decorate a piece of clothing. A necklace is more likely, considering 
ethnohistoric accounts that women in Panama rarely wore clothes on their upper bodies, but were 
fond of large necklaces (Lothrop 1937). Females also had grave goods made from powerful 
animals. Around her neck, the female occupant of Burial 24 wore, in addition to about 50 
perforated dog canines, two large feline fangs. Each is about 7 cm long and could be jaguar or 
puma (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes). Necklaces were not the only animal tooth 
jewelry females could wear: the only female in the Peabody Museum burials with a tooth item 
was Grave 26 Skeleton 5 with a dog tooth bracelet (Lothrop 1937). Dog tooth necklaces were not 
restricted to females: Lothrop wrote that they were common in his burials, and young male 
Person L of Penn Museum Burial 11 Middle Layer also had many dog teeth on his check around 
the fourth or fifth rib (Lothrop 1937; UPMAAA, Corning Notes). 
 Interestingly, while Mason excavated a female wearing teeth of a fierce predator animal, 
he also recorded a male in Burial 12 with a necklace of overlapping rows of deer incisors—teeth 
from a skittish prey animal (UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Corning Notes). These animal-human 
associations are the opposite of qualities stereotypically associated with masculinity and 
femininity. Alternatively, the animal teeth may not symbolize similarity with that animal, but 
rather domination over nature and the power required to hunt and kill the animal. If that were the 
case, it would be unusual that Coclé craftspeople did not use deer teeth more often, as deer were 
common prey. Lothrop encountered carved deer vertebrae in the Peabody Museum excavation, 
but the male in Burial 12 was the only person at Sitio Conte with a deer tooth ornament. This 
item must have symbolized something more special than the relatively commonplace activity of 
hunting deer (Lothrop 1937).  
 The principal occupant of Peabody Museum Grave 1, called Skeleton 1, was an old male 
whose numerous grave goods included an apron with a decomposed leather backing decorated 
with split dog molars and a fastening string strung with dog canine beads. Similar men’s aprons 
are ethnographically documented in Darién. At only about 20 cm long, the reconstructed artifact 
is long enough to be a penis covering but too short to be the sort of woman’s apron mentioned by 
Wafer, which was knee-length at shortest. Though Lothrop deemed it an apron based on the 
arrangement of dog teeth in the ground, it actually lay beside the head of Skeleton 1, not around 
his waist (Lothrop 1937). Person I wore a dog tooth ornament in anatomical position at her waist, 
but she was also anatomically female. Unlike with the triangular sequins, Corning does not imply 
that the dog teeth extend down to the knees or lower (UPMAAA, Corning Notes). The teeth 
could be part of a belt rather than an apron, but no other dog tooth belts were found at Sitio 
Conte, and Lothrop observed that Coclé people preferred to decorate belts with long bone tube 
beads (Lothrop 1937). Person I possibly wore a masculine garment in addition to a long female 
skirt or apron, which from a practical perspective would be redundant. Having only one other 
example of an apron from the site cannot establish whether these ornaments were considered as 
masculine at the time of burial as they were in Darién during the contact period. If they were 
typically for men, Person I could be asserting an atypical gender presentation and perhaps a non-
binary gender identity. This would show that gender-variant people could attain high status in 
Coclé society. 
 Lothrop pursues a similar line of reasoning when he identifies Skeleton 2 of Grave 1 as a 
camayoa, an ethnohistorically documented form of gender-variant person. Lothrop concluded 
this because the person’s skeleton was robust and male-looking, but the grave goods included a 
metate and a wire nose ring similar to those worn by indigenous women in the San Blas Islands 
in the 20th century. However, Lothrop’s earlier section on nose ornaments mentions that enough 
males at Sitio Conte have such wire rings that they cannot be considered feminine ornaments in 
Coclé society (Lothrop 1937). Throughout the Americas, grinding maize with manos and metates 
was a major part of women’s labor, which is why Lothrop considered them indicators of 
womanhood. Two other males from the Peabody Museum burials, Skeleton 3 of Grave 1 and the 
person in Grave 29, also had metates (Lothrop 1937). Curiously, the only female associated with 
these stone tools is Person B from Mason’s Burial 19, who has a mano near her leg (UPMAAA, 
Merrill Field Notes; Corning Notes). Many manos and metates are in caches or in parts of graves 
not directly associated with any individuals. Perhaps Coclé people did not consider manos and 
metates personal items in the same sense as ornaments or other kinds of stone tools, so they did 
not use them to correspond to gender in burials. 
 
  
Conclusions 
 This study did not identify a “smoking gun” of gender, which would have been an artifact 
type that Coclé people chose to bury with all members of one gender and no members of the 
other gender(s). Using skeletal sex as a baseline for the most likely gender role a person would 
have occupied in life, I explored the artifact types with the biggest disparities in association 
between males and females. This produced several patterns that were consistent across the Penn 
Museum, Peabody Museum, and El Caño site excavations: 
1. Females are more likely than males to have no associated ornaments or tools. 
2. Winged stone pendants are associated exclusively with males.  
3. Projectile points are much more likely to be associated with males. 
4. Ornaments with animal or human iconography are much more likely to be associated 
with males. 
In addition is Briggs’s observation that when the primary occupant of a multiple-person grave is 
always an adult man, when identifiable (Briggs 1989). The inverse of these patterns are not 
patterns themselves; to say, an absence of winged stone pendants, projectile points, or 
representational iconography does not mean that a person is female. Plenty of identified males, 
especially those with few grave goods, lacked one or more of these items (Lothrop 1937; 
UPMAAA, Mason Diary; Object Cards; Corning Notes; Merrill Field Notes). 
 The following table lists unsexed people from Mason’s burials, their hypothesized 
genders, and the artifacts that provide the justification. 
Hypothesized Genders of Unsexed Individuals from Penn Museum Burials at Sitio Conte 
Individual Hypothesized 
Gender 
Justification Object Field 
Number 
Penn Museum 
Accession Number 
Burial 11 
Upper Layer 
Person E 
Male Projectile points ?* ?* 
Winged agate 
pendant 
B11-59 40-13-611 
Crocodile pendant B11-58 40-13-610 
Burial 11 
Upper Layer 
Person G 
Male Winged agate 
pendant 
B11-56 n/a (to Conte) 
Feline agate pendant B11-57 40-13-609 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person D 
Male Bird twins plaques G-151 40-13-9 
G-153 40-13-10 
Crocodile god 
plaques 
G-152 40-13-8 
G-53 40-13-11 
Human figure 
plaque 
G-154 40-13-7 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person G 
Male Crocodile god 
figurines 
G-212 40-13-132 
G-213 40-13-133 
Anthropomorphic 
figurine 
G-214 40-13-134 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person H 
Male Human head onlay G-188 40-13-153 
Jaguar head onlay G-189 40-13-154 
Bird head onlays G-192 40-13-157 
G-193 40-13-158 
Animal foot onlays G-190 40-13-155 
G-191 40-13-156 
G-196 40-13-161 
G-197 40-13-162 
G-198 40-13-163 
G-199 40-13-164 
G-203 40-13-168 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person K 
Male Animal design nose 
clip 
G-213 40-13-96 
Burial 11 
Lower Layer 
Person A 
Male 23 projectile points B11-185 40-13-153 to 175 
Burial 11 
Lower Layer 
Person B 
Male 6 projectile points B11-189 40-13-991 to 996 
26 projectile points B11-330 40-13-195 to 925 
Burial 11 
Lower Layer 
Person C 
Male 11 projectile points B11-192 40-13-915 to 925 
Burial 15 
 
Male Copal crocodile 
ornament 
B15-19 40-14-636 
 2 projectile points B15-20 40-14-649, 650 
Burial 28 Male Jadeite turtle 
ornament 
B28-32 40-14-743 
Burial 8A Female No ornaments or 
tools 
n/a n/a 
Burial 8B Female  No ornaments or 
tools 
n/a n/a 
Burial 12B Female No ornaments or 
tools 
n/a n/a 
*Described in Mason’s Diary or Corning’s notes, but association not linked to field object cards. 
 
 The inferences are phrased as “hypothetical gender” rather than “hypothetical sex” 
because the nature of the unidentified people’s grave goods was socially determined. People in 
their community decided how to dress and prepare them for burial and what to place around their 
bodies. The buriers did not base their choices on the dead’s chromosomes or pelvic bone 
morphology, but rather on the roles they occupied in life. As a way to describe how Coclé 
society characterized people through mortuary outfits and grave goods, “gender” is the 
appropriate term. 
 These hypotheses derive from several assumptions. First, I assume that the artifact 
association patterns for people of identifiable sex should also hold true for those of unidentifiable 
sex. Basing educated guesses about gender upon relationships between artifacts and skeletal sex 
assumes that gender and biological sex always correspond. However, sex and gender do match 
more frequently than they do not, so treating sex as a proxy for gender is a useful strategy for 
trying to reconstruct the most likely circumstances of the past. Assigning unsexed individuals to 
either male or female assumes that Coclé society had only two genders, which ethnohistoric 
evidence indicates was probably not the case. My analysis considered non-binary genders a valid 
explanation for variations in sex-artifact relationships or blending of feminine and masculine 
artifact patterns. The sample size and diversity of possible gender-variant people was so small 
that these individuals could not become the basis for a pattern through which others like them 
could be recognized. 
 Previous scholars have researched how grave goods at Sitio Conte reflect differential 
social ranking, mostly among the single sex of adult men (Lothrop 1937; Briggs 1989; Hearne 
and Sharer 1992; Cooke et a 2003). I aim to expand upon that work by looking for similarities 
within sex categories and across social rankings, to better understand how gender operated at all 
levels of Coclé society.  
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Appendix A: Ornaments and Stone Tools Found with Females in Mason Burials 
Person 
Identification 
Excavation 
number 
Accession 
number 
Type Material Form Count Anatomical 
position 
Burial 7 
Person A 
B7-42 40-13-208 bead gold tiny 15 abdomen 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person I 
B11-281 40-14-573 bead dog tooth dog ? waist/neck 
G-225 CONTE bead gold crushed, small 11  
G-224 40-13-41 bead gold oval/biconical 73  
G-229 40-13-61 earrod gold proximal end 
with tip 
1  
G-228 40-13-79 earrod gold proximal open 
end 
1  
G-227 40-13-78 earrod gold distal closed 
end 
1  
G-226 40-13-
144A,B,C,D 
onlay gold animal feet 4  
G-223 40-13-34 sequin gold shark tooth? 46 waist 
G-169 40-13-35 sequin gold shark tooth? 64 waist 
Burial 18 
Person C 
NOTHING NOTHING      
Burial 19 
Person B 
B19-98 40-14-714 adze stone  1 chest 
B19-90 40-14-706 adze stone  1 leg 
B19-91 40-14-707 celt stone battered 1 leg 
B19-92 40-14-717 celt stone chipped 1 leg 
B19-93A 40-14-702 mano stone  1 leg 
B19-112 40-13-193 nose clip copper fragmentary 1 head 
Burial 23 
Sole occupant 
B23-74 40-14-725 bead green 
stone 
 ?  
B23-1 40-14-728 celt dark 
stone 
sharp 1  
B23-73 40-14-727 celt black 
stone 
sharp 1  
NOT 
SAVED 
"A NUMBER" 
OF 
TUMBAGA 
PLAQUES 
plaque tumbaga corroded ?  
B23-75 40-14-726 textile textile black, ropy 1 skull 
Burial 24 
Sole occupant 
B24-17 40-16-1137 chisel gold small 1  
B24-13 40-14-729 necklace Tooth Dog, feline 1 neck 
B24-14 40-14-730 teeth tooth human, dog, 
sting ray 
1 leg 
Burial 25 
Person B 
NOT 
SAVED 
TUMBAGA 
PLAQUE 
plaque tumbaga corroded 1  
Burial 25 
Person C 
NOTHING NOTHING      
Burial 25 
Person D 
NOTHING NOTHING      
Appendix B: Ornaments and Stone Tools Found with Males in Mason Burials 
Person 
Identification 
Excavation 
number 
Accession 
number 
Type Material Form Count Anatomical 
position 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person E 
G-171 MISSING bead gold battered 2 neck 
B11-284 40-14-572 bead shark tooth shark ? arm 
G-172 40-13-146 bead gold small 1 neck 
G-170 40-13-42 
(MISSING) 
bead gold barrel-shaped, 
large 
88 neck 
G-
96A,B,C,D 
CONTE bead gold tubular 4 neck 
G-95 CONTE earrod gold entire rod with tip 1 ear 
G-94 40-13-51 earrod gold entire rod with tip 1 ear 
B11-323 40-13-604 figurine copal monkey 1 neck 
G-173 40-13-
147A,B 
onlay gold tiny 2 neck 
B11-322 40-13-615 ornament whale 
tooth 
crocodile/lizard 1  
B11-321 40-13-614 ornament whale 
tooth 
crocodile/lizard 1  
G-174 40-13-140 ornament gold quadrangular 1  
G-75 ? pendant gold/tooth animal 1  
G-76 40-13-119 pendant gold/resin jaguar 1 neck 
G-74 40-13-118 pendant gold/tooth anthropomorphic 
jaguar? 
1  
B11-? 
(BONE 
POINT) 
 point bone  1 arm 
B11-? 
(STING 
RAY 
SPINES) 
? spine spine sting ray ? arm 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person L 
B11-278 40-14-575 bead dog tooth dog ? abdomen 
G-235 40-13-103 bell gold double-head 
crocodile/bat 
1 head 
B11-
303/316 
A CELT celt stone  1 abdomen 
G-253 40-13-124 figurine gold/tooth reptile 1 abdomen 
G-251 40-13-122 pendant gold/tooth animal 1 neck 
G-252 40-13-123 pendant gold/tooth animal 1 neck 
G-250 40-13-121 pendant gold/tooth anthropomorphic 
animal 
1 abdomen 
B11-304 40-14-116 
TO 475 
(only a few) 
point green 
stone 
tiny, flaked <694 abdomen 
Burial 11 
Upper Layer 
Person C 
B11-? 
(POINTS) 
? point stone  ? between C 
and D 
Person 
Identification 
Excavation 
number 
Accession 
number 
Type Material Form Count Anatomical 
position 
Burial 11 
Upper Layer 
Person D 
B11-? 
(POINTS) 
? point stone  ? between C 
and D 
Burial 11 
Upper Layer 
Person F 
B11-NONE NONE ornament tumbaga not saved 1 neck 
B11-? 
(POINTS) 
? point stone  ? between E 
and F 
B11-60 40-16-136 whistle ceramic bird 1 ankles 
Burial 11 
Upper Layer 
Person H 
B11-54 40-13-661 adze stone battered 1 feet 
B11-54 40-13-662 adze stone flat surfaces 1 feet 
B11-53 40-13-716 adze stone worn, battered 1 feet 
B11-54 40-13-663 celt stone  6 feet 
Burial 12 
Sole occupant 
B12-86 40-14-613 adze stone chipped 1  
B12-75 40-14-611 celt black stone sharp 1  
B12-90 40-14-610 celt stone rude 1  
B12-84 CONTE celt black stone rude 1  
B12-74 40-14-612 celt black stone sharp 1  
B12-85A 40-16-621 celt stone  1  
B12-73 40-14-609 crystal quartz  1  
B12-76 40-14-607 necklace animal 
teeth 
 ?  
B12-85 40-14-614 point stone large 1  
B12-91 40-14-608 tooth tooth  1  
Burial 12C 
Sole occupant 
B12C-42 40-13-233 nose clip copper geometric 1  
Burial 17A 
Sole occupant 
B17A-28 40-14-662 adze black stone sharp 1  
B17A-31 40-13-210 bead tumbaga ring 5  
B17A-27 40-14-656 bead bone  ? chest 
B17A-29 40-14-657 bead bone in mass of earth ? chest 
B17A-25 40-14-660 celt black stone sharp 1  
B17A-26 40-14-661 celt stone  1  
B17A-30B 40-14-659 figurine copper fragmentary 1  
B17A-24 40-14-658 jaw human 
bone/tooth 
 1  
B17A-30A 40-14-655 pendant bone crocodile 1  
Burial 17B 
Sole occupant 
B17B-9D 40-14-664 adze black sharp 1  
B17B-9B 40-14-665 concretion stone hemispherical 1  
B17B-9C 40-14-666 concretion stone hemispherical 1  
B17B-9A 40-14-663 pendant agate winged 1  
Burial 18 
Person A 
B18-68A 40-14-667 figurine copper eagles? 
Fragmentary 
3 neck 
B18-68B 40-14-668 gorget metal small 1 neck 
B18-67 40-14-681 pendant agate winged 1 hip 
Burial 18 B18-70A 40-14-669 pendant copper crocodile 1 neck 
Person 
Identification 
Excavation 
number 
Accession 
number 
Type Material Form Count Anatomical 
position 
Person B 
 
B18-70B 40-14-670 pendant copper bat/anthropomorp
hic 
1 neck 
B18-71 NOT KEPT plaque tumbaga  1 hip 
B18-69 40-13-183 plaque gold geometric 1 neck 
Burial 18 
Person D 
NOTHING NOTHING      
Burial 18 
Person E 
B18-66 40-13-185 bead tumbaga  6 ankles 
B18-58B 40-13-180 bell Copper / 
tumbaga 
corroded 1 neck 
B18-58D 40-13-178 bell gold jaguar? (double-
head) 
1 neck 
B18-58C 40-13-177 bell gold jaguar 1 neck 
B18-58A 40-13-179 bell gold  18 neck 
B18-59 CONTE bracelet gold  1 wrist 
B18-60 40-13-187 bracelet gold  1 arm 
B18-65 40-14-684 mirror sandstone  1 hip 
B18-55 40-14-678 pendant agate feline? 1 neck 
B18-54 CONTE pendant agate winged 1 head 
B18-56 40-14-679 pendant agate animal 1 neck 
B18-57 40-14-680 pendant agate winged 1 waist 
B18-62 CONTE plaque gold geometric 1 abdomen 
B18-63 40-13-182 plaque gold geometric 1 abdomen 
B18-61 40-13-181 plaque gold geometric 1 abdomen 
B18-64 CONTE plaque gold geometric 1 abdomen 
Burial 18 
Person H 
B18-6 40-14-685 celt black stone rude 1 chest 
B18-5 40-14-677 fossil fossil shark tooth 1 neck 
B18-71A 40-14-671 pendant copper eagle 1  
B18-7 ? (METAL 
PENDANT
) 
pendant metal  1 chest 
B18-71B/86 40-14-676 tooth tooth fragment 1 chest 
Burial 19 
Person A 
B19-47 40-14-709 adze stone  1 head 
B19-110 40-13-192 chisel gold  1 waist (near) 
B19-109 40-13-188 earplug gold  2 shoulder 
B19-113 ? pendant stone winged 1 hip 
B19-111 40-14-690 plaque copper corroded 1 abdomen 
B19-121 CONTE point stone polished 1 head (near) 
B19-122 40-14-694 point green 
stone 
 1 head (near) 
B19-123 40-14-718 point green 
stone 
 1 head (near) 
B19-120 40-14-693 point stone crude 1 head (near) 
B19-124 40-14-719 point green  1 head (near) 
Person 
Identification 
Excavation 
number 
Accession 
number 
Type Material Form Count Anatomical 
position 
stone 
Burial 25 
Person A 
B25-59 40-14-202 bead gold segmented, 
tubular 
1  
B25-42 40-14-736 bead green 
stone 
ring, tiny 42 leg 
B25-49 40-14-737 bead green 
stone 
piece of grave 
floor 
? leg 
B25-39 40-13-199 bell gold broken 1  
B25-46 40-14-732 bell copper  9 leg 
B25-38 40-13-198 bell gold anthropomorphic; 
armadillo; flute 
1 leg 
B25-44 40-13-201 bell gold bird 1 leg 
B25-43 40-13-200 bell gold bird 1 leg 
B25-41 40-14-737 figurine copper crocodile 1 shoulder 
B25-37 40-13-197 pendant gold eagle, double-
headed 
1 chest 
B25-36 40-13-195 plaque gold anthropomorphic; 
sharp claws and 
teeth 
1 abdomen 
NOT 
SAVED 
3 
TUMBAG
A / GOLD 
PLAQUE 
plaque tumbaga corroded 3 1 arm and 2 
abdomen 
B25-45 FROM 40-
13-196? 
plaque gold glit fragment 1  
B25-40 40-13-196 plaque tumbaga fragmentary 1 hip 
Burial 26B NOTHING NOTHING      
Burial 7 
Person B 
B7-15B 40-13-237 pendant agate winged 1 shoulder 
B7-34 40-13-251 
TO 601 
point flint small 351 abdomen 
Burial 7 
Person C 
B7-38 40-13-246 adze stone crude 1 head 
B7-40 40-13-248 celt stone pear-shaped 1 arm 
B7-39 40-13-47 celt stone  1 arm (upper) 
 
  
Appendix C: Ornaments and Stone Tools Found with Unsexed Individuals in Mason 
Burials 
Person 
Identification 
Excavation 
number 
Accession 
number 
Type Material Form Count Anatomical 
position 
Burial 11 
Middle Layer 
Person A/B 
G-17 CONTE chisel gold small 1 Head area? 
G-18 40-13-107 chisel gold small 1 Head area? 
G-19 CONTE chisel gold small 1 Head area? 
G-20 CONTE chisel gold small 1 Head area? 
G-21 40-13-108 chisel gold small 1 Head area? 
G-22 to 46 40-13-13 to 
40-13-25 
sequin gold simple 26 Head 
G-47 to 51 40-13-149 to 
151 
sequin gold simple 5 Head 
G-52 40-13-43 bead gold barrel 129 Hips 
G-57 40-13-113 pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-58 CONTE pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-59 CONTE pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-60 40-13-114 pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-61 40-13-115 pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-62 CONTE pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-63 40-13-116 pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-64 CONTE pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-65 40-13-117 pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-66 CONTE pendant gold/whale 
tooth 
 1 Abdomen 
G-69 40-13-127 pendant gold/bone bird 1 Leg 
G-1 40-13-26 plaque gold Human with 
clawed hands 
and 2 dragons. 
1 Lower 
abdomen 
G-2 40-13-2 plaque gold Anthropomorp
hic bird head 
figures. 
1 Lower 
abdomen 
G-3 40-13-3 plaque gold Human figure 
with batons 
1 Hips 
G-4 40-13-4 plaque gold Human with 
animals for feet 
1 Hips 
G-5 40-13-5 cuff gold Conventionalize
d animal 
 Lower 
abdomen 
G-6 CONTE cuff gold animal 1 Arm 
G-7 40-13-29 cuff gold animal 1 Arm 
G-8 40-13-30 cuff gold plain 1 Arm 
G-9 CONTE cuff gold plain 1 Arm 
G-10 40-13-31 wristlet gold plain 1 Arm 
G-11 CONTE wristlet gold plain 1 Arm 
G-12 40-13-27 pendant gold/emera
ld 
jaguar 1 Lower 
abdomen 
G-13 40-13-28 pendant gold human 1 Leg 
G-14 40-13-106 chisel gold  1 Head 
G-15 CONTE chisel gold  1 Head 
G-16 CONTE chisel gold small 1 Head? 
G-97 CONTE earrod gold/stone  1 Legs 
G-98 40-13-57 earrod gold/stone  1 Legs 
G-99 CONTE earrod gold/stone  1 Legs 
G-100 ? earrod gold/stone  1 Legs 
G-101 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-102 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-103 40-13-52 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-104 40-13-53 earrod gold  1 Head 
G-105 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-106 40-13-54 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-107 40-13-55 earrod gold  1 Head 
G-108 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-109 40-13-56 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-110 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-111 40-13-71 
(exchanged 
to 
Guatemala) 
earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-112 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-113 40-13-72 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-114 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-115 40-13-73 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-116 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-117 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-118 40-13-85 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-119 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-120 40-13-87 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-121 40-13-89 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-122 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-123 40-13-84 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-124 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-125 40-13-83 earrod gold  1 Head 
G-126 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-127 40-13-86 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-128 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-129 40-13-88 earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-130 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-131 CONTE earrod gold  1 Legs 
G-132 40-13-62 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-133 40-13-69 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-134 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-135 40-13-65 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-136 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-137 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-138 40-13-63 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-139 40-13-64 
(exchanged 
to 
Guatemala) 
earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-140 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-141 40-13-67 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-142 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-143 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-144 40-13-70 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-145 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-146 40-13-68 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-147 40-13-66 earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-148 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-149 CONTE earrod gold  1 Between 
legs 
G-150 40-13-94 nose clip gold small 1 ? 
G-158 40-13-45 bead gold small ring 430 Neck 
G-159 40-13-42 bead gold ring 350 Neck 
G-160 40-13-44 bead gold ring 993 Neck 
G-161 40-13-46 bead gold ring 450 Neck 
G-162 40-13-104 bell gold small 26 Neck 
G-163 40-13-39 bead gold long tubular 
segmented 
32 Hips 
G-164 40-13-50 bead gold short tubular 
segmented 
54 Neck 
G-165 40-13-36 bead gold short plain 
tubular 
48 Neck 
G-166 40-13-49 bead gold long plain 
tubular 
31 Hips 
G-167 40-13-37 bead gold long plain 
tubular 
46 Hips 
G-168 40-13-38 bead gold long plain 
tubular 
47 Hips 
G-175 40-13-102 bead gold biconical 1 Feet 
G-176 40-13-40 bead gold oval or 
biconical 
83 Feet 
G-177 40-13-603 bead resin tubular 1 Feet 
G-211 40-13-120 pendant gold/bone reptile 1 Abdomen 
Burial 15 B15-21 40-14-641 pendant stone fragment 5  
B15-21 40-14-644 pendant stone illegible 1  
B15B-15 40-13-217 plaque tumbaga fragment 1  
B15B-12 40-13-214 plaque tumbaga corroded 1  
B15B-9 40-13-211 plaque tumbaga corroded 1  
B15B-13 40-13-215 plaque tumbaga corroded 1  
B15B-14 40-13-216 plaque tumbaga fragment 1  
B15B-10 40-13-212 plaque tumbaga corroded 1  
B15B-11 40-13-213 plaque tumbaga corroded 1  
B15-20 40-14-649 point stone  1  
B15-20 40-14-650 point stone  1  
B15-20 40-14-647 teeth teeth animal 2  
B15-18 40-14-638 tooth tooth sperm whale 1  
Burial 16 B16-29 ? celt stone  1  
B16-30 ? point stone  1  
Burial 22 B22-17 40-14-721 adze black stone bevelled 1  
B22-19 40-14-723 adze black stone bevelled 1  
B22-18 40-14-722 adze black stone bevelled 1  
B22-5 40-14-727 celt black stone  1  
B22-15 NOT KEPT cranium bone  1  
B22-16 40-14-720 tube bone worked 1  
Burial 26A B26A-23 40-13-206 bead gold ball ?  
B26A-24 40-13-204 bead gold, 
greenstone 
1 gold tubular, 
1 small 
greenstone 
1  
B26A-22 40-13-205 bead gold ball 35  
B26A-27 40-14-740 bead tooth animal 2  
B26A-25 40-13-203 bead gold misc 4  
Burial 27 B27-13 40-13-207 bead gold tubular 2  
Burial 28 B28-36 40-14-745 adze stone sharp 1  
B28-35 40-14-744 crystal quartz pear-shaped 1  
B28-33 40-14-741 ornament copper fragmentary 1  
B28-32 40-14-743 ornament jadeite turtle 1  
Burial 8A NOTHING NOTHING      
Burial 8B NOTHING NOTHING      
Burial 9 NOTHING NOTHING      
 
 
